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Mobile System
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Explore the edge at StarkeyPro.com/Livio-AI

2.4 GHz
Accessories

Like nothing else.
From no one else.
Welcome to technology’s leading edge

*RIC R, RIC 312 and BTE 13 styles only.
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NEW

Synergy 900Sync
IIC CIC

Thrive 2.4 GHz + NFMI*

Connect patients wirelessly to their  
world with our versatile line of accessories, 
including our popular Table Microphone.

Give patients personalization and control  
with our Picasso custom hearing aids  

and wireless SurfLink accessories.

The best just got better
We’ve pushed our industry-leading  
Hearing Reality Pro platform further with:

Edge Mode: The Ultimate Solution for Face Masks

Just a double tap of the hearing aids delivers game-
changing sound in the most challenging listening 
environments – including when listening to speakers 
wearing face masks or while social distancing.

IntelliVoice NEW

This first-of-its-kind speech enhancement feature 
uses AI to provide an unprecedented experience for 
those with moderate loss of 50 dB HL or greater.Learn more at StarkeyPro.com/Picasso

TV streamer Mini Remote 
Microphone

Remote Microphone +

Remote



The industry’s  
most complete 
line of rechargeables
No other manufacturer has a rechargeable 
lineup with this many styles, including:

  The world’s first 2.4 GHz custom 
rechargeables that won’t get tangled 
or pulled off when wearing or 
removing face masks

  The world’s smallest, most 
powerful rechargeable BTE*

*Starkey Competitive Benchmarking Study 2019

AI for all 
Redefining what a 
hearing aid can do
Livio Edge AI 2400 
Livio AI 2000 | 1600 | 1200

An unmatched 
fitting experience 
on every level

Live Sessions

This synchronous Hearing  
Care Anywhere remote  
programming feature 

leverages live video chat 
to enable and improve 

remote care.

Multiflex Tinnitus Pro

Uses a new shaping  
algorithm and custom 
fit tool to deliver more 
personalized maskers  

for each patient’s  
unique needs.

REM Target Match

Auto Real Ear  
Measurement speeds  

up fitting and  
leaves more time  

for counseling.

Another Starkey first

New Inspire X features make it easier to get 
a customized, accurate fit, including:

Find My Phone
Using their hearing aids and Thrive 
Assistant, wearers can now locate their 
lost or misplaced phone by having it ring. 
No other hearing aid offers this capability.
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We’ve added new set-up screens and connectivity 
enhancements to make our Thrive Hearing Control 
app easier to use and more robust than ever.

The world’s first hearing app for caregivers, 
Thrive Care provides peace of mind by letting 
Livio Edge AI patients share certain Thrive app 
information with whomever they choose.

Fall Alert
Now available 
in Basic Mode.

Mask Mode
New custom memory 
boosts speech audibility.

2020 Artificial Intelligence 
Breakthrough Award Winner


